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dented hoard hanging over the market could be a major factor in inhibiting the fiber’s recovery.
The expectation of market softness
also applies for man-made fibers. To
be sure, prices have remained relatively stable lately. But this may well
change into some scattered uneasiness over the upcoming year.
Once again, global oversupply is
one of the key reasons. Take polyester,
where the combined filament and staple utilization rate is now put in the
low 70- to 72-percent range.
Moreover, still more polyester
capacity is scheduled to come on
stream, thus preventing any meaningful improvement in utilization
rates. Similar supply/demand imbal-

No Labor Problems Either
The industry’s other major cost
component, labor, also is pointing to
better days ahead. Again, two major
factors are operating here. Pay hikes
that remain quite modest; and continuing productivity gains, which in
most cases are offsetting the impact
of any higher pay rates.
As far as pay increases are concerned, the advance reported by
Uncle Sam’s Bureau of Labor Statistics has been surprisingly small. On
the mill level, the average weekly
paycheck has gone up only about 1
percent over the past year, with the
gain in the apparel sector put at only
a slightly larger 2-percent rate.
Worker efficiency, meantime, has
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Figure 4: Costs — Fiber Costs Drop Again

ances likely are to continue in other
man-made fiber areas.
But oversupply isn’t the only factor
putting a lid on man-made quotes.
Remember that man-made feedstock
costs depend on energy trends. So
given recent hefty declines in gas and
oil tags, these feedstock costs should
remain under market pressure.
Finally, it should be pointed out
that man-made prices have a long
history of not rising. In fact, they
have inched up less than 1-percent
annually over the past three decades.
As just indicated, there’s little to suggest any change in this pattern,
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been rising at the same or even
slightly faster pace. According to the
National Council of Textile Organizations (NCTO), mills have increased
their productivity by 24 percent over
the past 10 years, making textiles one
of the top industries as far as boosting efficiency is concerned. Expressed
on an annual basis, it means mill
productivity has been rising at a better than 2-percent annual rate.
Credit these gains to recent billion-dollar-plus plant and equipment
expenditures alluded to earlier — virtually all of which has contributed to
the streamlining of the industry —

making it both more efficient and a
lot more flexible.
In any event, it’s clear that these
efficiency improvements are pretty
much offsetting pay hikes — to the
extent that unit labor costs have not
been rising and may have even
dropped fractionally.
And there’s every indication that
this trend toward greater efficiency is
continuing. Over the past year or so,
T W calculations suggest that the
industry efficiency advance may now
be closer to 3 percent.
That’s a performance many other
industries would find hard to match.
And more importantly, it’s a positive
sign for U.S. mills when compared to
China where previously noted double-digit pay hikes have far outweighed any modest productivity
gains that country may have achieved.
Meantime, about the only negative impact of the strong efficiency
gains is that they are pretty much the
reason why textile and apparel
employment numbers have continued to drop. True, the huge import
influx of the past few decades also
has been responsible for much of the
decline. But without the efficiency
factor, the slippage would have been
much less precipitous.
Thus eliminate the 24 percent productivity gain noted over the past 10
years, and today’s employment would
have been 24-percent higher. And it’s
much the same when it comes to
apparel. In any case, it’s the price the
U.S. has to pay to keep its two industries competitive and prosperous.
This also invites questions about
future job trends. The answer: Probably continuing small declines — most
likely only in the 1- to 2-percent
annual range as slowly improving
demand provides more of an offset
for continuing efficiency gains.
Finally, a couple of words on the
role of textiles and apparel in the
overall economy. Again, relying on
NCTO estimates, U.S. textiles and
apparel are two industries still to be
reckoned with providing jobs for
close to a half million workers, with
each job supporting employment for

